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TERRORISTS
TALKING AGAINST TERRORISM

We are not at all shocked that Israel, with its lawless conduct, has emerged
as role model for the Indian nation-state, both have the same chemicaltheory. Born in the struggle against colonialism, claiming they are
committed to peaceful relations in the neighbourhood, are constantly
breaking the international law and all humanity factors in at least eight of
their estates/provinces.

A large group of Indian public had condemned Israel's "undemocratic and
exclusionary regime of apartheid" towards Palestine, as Indian
government welcomed Israeli President Reuven Rivlin for a week-long
state visit, just a month back.
India’s economic linkage with Israel channels, usage of public money
through military deals to Israeli arms companies that transform these
funds into lethal military technology applied in the oppression,
colonization and ethnic cleansing of the Palestinian people.
Narendra Modi had said; India admires "the people of Israel for all that you
have accomplished", "We both have remained firmly committed to
democratic values and continue to strive for our common goals of global
security and peace," he said shamelessly. The world knows the atrocities by
both the countries.

An accomplishment of the Israeli brave soldier with a gun pointed at innocent
Palestinian woman and her children

Rivlin is the first Israeli president to visit India in 20 years, and it comes as
the two countries celebrate 25 years of diplomatic relations. He was
accompanied by delegations of businessmen and academics for his week-

long visit. Basically, Israel is using the Indian market to finance its crimes
and to promote world views built on walls, wars, and exclusion. A criminal
was welcomed by the other criminal. Both have the same chemistry against
humanity, both are considered terrorists in their regions.
The two countries announced they were expanding cooperation,
particularly in the defence sector. Earlier, Modi said Rivlin's trip would give
a "crucial push" to bilateral ties. India has bought an estimated $12bn
worth of defence equipment from Israel over the past decade, making it the
third-largest supplier to India after Russia and the United States.
India and Israel had also decided to intensify cooperation in fighting
terrorism and boosting trade and investment, Modi had stated.

How strange, two world notorious terrorist head of the state were

talking to fight against terrorism. Both tarnished leaders have a similar
record, at heart both were looking at one-an-other with a silly smile saying
“I know you, yourself are a big terrorist”.

Israel and India, both have a long list of their terrorist activities. Both have
an extensive record of atrocities in their own sphere. Perhaps both were
looking at each other, with a same question in mind, who has a better score
of killing the innocent citizens.

India has a recorded history of killings in Kashmir, if calculate the other
area killings, India tops the world in all records. Tamil-Nado, Naga Land,
Assam, Bengal, Bihar, Khalistan and “low caste Hindus” all are struggling
for independence from Indian government of Brahaman Hindus. Kashmir
is fighting since 1947 to get-rid of Indian control. Number of killings by the
brave Indian army is Kashmir is uncountable. Attack on Golden Temple by
the Indian forces in 1984 was another unique example of Indian carnage
and behaviour of Hindu leadership towards the minorities of the country.
There was nothing to celebrate about the relationship, neither for the Israel
nor for India, both banish human rights, democracy and peace. Coming
over to Israel, there are indiscriminate killings every other day in Palestine
and Gaza. Israeli soldiers are killing innocent citizens and children in
routine for every petty matter, and Rivlin says they are working for the
humanity. It seems the biggest joke of the centaury.
While talking about Kashmir and Palestine, Britain jumps into
every single mind. Britain is the main perpetrators in both the
issues, the present situation in Kashmir and in Palestine.
Still shamelessly, Britain´s current Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson
defended his predecessor´s role a century ago in paving the way
for the creation of Israel, marking the centenary of the Balfour
Declaration, a 67-word letter from Britain´s then foreign secretary Arthur
Balfour that threw London´s backing behind a homeland for the Jewish
people in Palestine. The statement remains controversial, setting off a
chain of events that eventually led to Israel´s formation, the displacement
of millions of Palestinians and decades of strife between the two
communities that continues to this day.
I have no doubt that the only viable solution to the conflict resembles the
one first set down on paper by another Briton, Lord Peel, in the report of
the Royal Commission on Palestine in 1937, and that is the vision of two
states for two peoples. Same is the situation in Kashmir conflict laid down
by Lord Mount Beaten and the Red Cliff. If taken seriously, all acts where
causalities of innocent people are involved, are considered terrorism. This
phrase then brings Britain in the string of terrorists, the first degree
terrorists, and then comes India and Israel.
Britains laid down the foundation of terrorism in every region and
Washington joined them. Their illicit babies, India and Israel are following
the foot steps. Whenever any one of them talks about terrorism, it appears

so hilarious and absurd, as if; A “terrorist” is talking against

“Terrorism”.
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